Action on Amazon – the campaign builds
As we move into the second full week of the Action on Amazon campaign, we continue to push our worker
hotline and demand that Amazon sign a ‘declaration of neutrality’ that would commit the company to
stepping back from the sort of union-busting tactics we saw them employ in Alabama recently.

Stop the union-busting
In Alabama, Amazon spent tens of thousands of dollars a day on ‘union avoidance’ consultants.
Over almost two months, Amazon:







Forced workers to attend anti-union meetings
Put "Vote No" and other anti-union materials in the canteen and even on the back of toilet doors
Texted its workers with anti-union messages multiple times a day
Sent paid union-busters on shift to speak to workers individually & pressure them to vote no
Unbelievably, got the local county to change the traffic lights outside the factory to green when
workers got off shift so they didn't stop to talk to the union
Used their influence to get the postal service to install a letter box on Amazon property – nice and
close to the managers’ office, to intimidate workers into not posting yes votes – would you want
your manager to watch you posting your ballot if you worked for a company like this?

They succeeded in stopping the Alabama workers from forming a union. We cannot allow them to succeed
in denying UK workers a voice by using these same tactics here. If they can do it, it sets a tone for other
employers in sectors where Amazon dominate. Many employers are already seizing the ‘opportunity’
presented by covid to go on the attack. Emboldened by the crisis, some bosses are seeking to attack pay
and conditions and restrict the right of workers to organise.
It is against this backdrop that we have launched Action on Amazon. This is why it matters to everyone.

Hotline
The hotline adverts have appeared in more newspapers across Great Britain and Ireland. Facebook ads –
targeted at Amazon workers – have been seen by over 250,000 people.
“As a temp on a zero hour contract I get
four hours’ notice of next shift but often
five minutes notice that the shift is
cancelled.”
“If you test positive for covid no one takes
the isolation period as no wages are paid,
so everyone comes into work. It’s not safe.”
“When my second child was born, I
requested the time off and was "ticketed"
for being off work.”
These are real quotes from Amazon workers
who have contacted our hotline. Too scared
of reprisals to make their names public, we
have anonymised them. The hotline will
continue to collect testimonies like these. These experiences at work cannot become normalised.

Sharon Graham, Unite’s Executive Officer leading on Amazon: “The stories we are hearing from Amazon workers
of unbearable workload and humiliating bosses cannot be allowed to continue in Amazon & much less to
permeate to the rest of the economy. Amazon must agree a new deal for its workforce & sign a declaration of
neutrality so that these workers can form a collective voice”

If you can help spread awareness of the worker hotline, please share the details on the ad above.

Press update
News reports have continued on our actions as the campaign launches around Britain and Ireland and
support continues to come in.
In written press, radio and TV, the launch of the hotline and the campaign continues to make the news,
from East London to North Somerset, Deeside to the Republic of Ireland and as far away as Las Vegas!
We are determined that Amazon workers and management should hear our message – that Amazon
workers have a right to speak out and that Amazon must sign a declaration of neutrality.
Click on the image below to visit the news story.

Taking Action on Amazon
Unite Organisers and allies have mounted a further 60 actions in towns and cities across the UK. The campaign
continues with more actions in every Unite Region this week. We will continue until Amazon act.

It is prime time to:




Stop the exploitation
Stop the greed
Stop the surveillance

You can help
Follow the campaign on social media, sign our petition, join our email list and invite your friends and colleagues to
support us:

https://actiononamazon.org/
https://www.facebook.com/ActionOnAmazon
https://twitter.com/ActionOn_Amazon
https://www.instagram.com/actiononamazon/
https://bit.ly/A_ASignUp

